Meeting Agenda

CITY OF GENEVA, HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION

MEETING LOCATION &
HPC INFORMATION

Location:
Geneva City Hall
Council Chambers
109 James Street
Geneva, IL 60134

Time:
7:00 p.m.

Commissioners:
Paul Zellmer, Chairman
Don Hartman
Lisa McManus
George Salomon
George Stazin
David Warner
Carolyn Zinke

Staff Liaison:
Michael A. Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2020 MEETING

Visitors are welcome to all City meetings; however, pursuant to Governor Pritzker’s
Executive Order 2020-43 limiting gatherings of no more than 50 people (or 50% of
room occupancy) and a requirement to wear a face covering in public places, physical
attendance at public meetings may be limited or restricted. The Historic Preservation
Commission meeting will be recorded and rebroadcast. Please see the following
information or visit the City website at www.geneva.il.us for additional details.
Individuals may provide public comment to the Historic Preservation Commission at
publiccomment@geneva.il.us but comments must be received prior to 12:00 noon
on Tuesday, October 20, 2020.
For more information about meeting procedures or providing public comment,
please see the Meeting and Public Comment Rule Modification Due to COVID-19
1.

Call to Order

2.

Roll Call

3.

Chairman’s Comments
Outgoing Commissioner Comments
New Commissioner Welcome

4.

Approval of Meeting Minutes
August 18, 2020

5.

Five Minute Field Guide
Gentlest Means Possible

6.

Review of Building Permit Applications
A. 615 James Street
CASE 2020-065
Applicant:
Mike Schmidt – Schmidt Exteriors, Inc., Contractor
Nancy Lorenz, Owner
Application for: Installation of a new wood windows at south (front)
façade and east (right side) elevation at a Contributing property.
B.

128 North Third Street
Applicant:
Anton and Maria Malovany, Owners

CASE 2020-077

Application for: Replacement of a front porch at a Contributing
property.
The Geneva Historic Preservation Commission meeting is audio-recorded, and summary minutes are
transcribed by a recording secretary.
The City of Geneva complies with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.
Individuals with disabilities who plan to attend this meeting and who require accommodations in order to
allow them to observe and or participate in this meeting are required to contact the Planning Division at
630/232.0818 at least 48 hours in advance of the meeting to allow the City of Geneva to make reasonable
accommodations for those persons.
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7.

Secretary’s Report (Staff Updates)

8.

New Business
A. From the Commission
B. From the Public

9.

Adjournment

Next HPC Meeting: November 17, 2020

Commissioners:
Paul Zellmer, Chairman
Don Hartman
Lisa McManus
George Salomon
George Stazin
David Warner
Carolyn Zinke

Staff Liaison:
Michael A. Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

The Historic Preservation Commission meeting is audio-recorded and summary minutes are taken
by a recording secretary.
The City of Geneva complies with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.
Individuals with disabilities who plan to attend this meeting who require accommodations in order
to allow them to observe and or participate in this meeting are required to contact the Planning
Division at 630/232.0818 at least 48 hours in advance of the meeting to allow the City of Geneva to
make reasonable accommodations for those persons.

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
MINUTES
109 James Street
Geneva, Illinois, 60134
August 18, 2020
1.

Call to Order

Chairman Zellmer called to order the August 18, 2020 meeting of the Geneva Historic
Preservation Commission at 7:00 p.m.
2.

Roll Call
Present HPC:

Chairman Zellmer; Commissioners Hamilton, Salomon, Stazin

Absent:

Commissioners Warner, Zinke

Staff Present:

Preservation Planner Michael Lambert

Others Present:

Applicants Emily and Bob Rogers, 312 S. Fifth St., Geneva; Gregory
Jones with Renewal by Anderson, 33 E. Moseley Rd., Palatine; Applicant
Kevin Burg, 415 Peyton St., Geneva

Chairman Zellmer announced that protective masks were not present due to being spaced
six feet apart.
3.

Approval of July 21, 2020 Minutes

Minutes of July 21, 2020 – Motion by Commissioner Salomon, second by Commissioner
Hamilton to approve the minutes as presented.
Motion passed by voice vote of 3-0.
(Commissioner Stazin abstains).
4.

Five Minute Field Guide

Geneva Modern Kitchens – Preservation Planner Lambert discussed the historical
background of some of the Fox Valley companies that produced Mid-20th Century steel cabinetry
found in many residential kitchens and bathrooms in Geneva, specifically Elgin Steel Cabinetry in
Elgin, the Modern Steel Equipment Company in Geneva, and St. Charles Kitchens by the St.
Charles Manufacturing Company, to name a few. Homeowners still seek such cabinetry for the
their Mid-Century Modern homes.
5.

Review of Building Permit Applications

A.
312 S. Fifth Street (Case No. 2020-053). Applicant: Bob and Emily Rogers,
Owners; Contractor Gregory Jones with Renewal by Anderson. Application for installation of a
new front door to replace a non-historic front door at a Significant Property. Mr. Lambert located
the home on the overhead map and explained the application is for a new front door. The property
is significant for its architecture. The home has been restored and a previous two-story front porch
on the home was removed at some point and replaced with a front stoop with railings. No historic
photographs of the porch exist. Per Lambert, the owner wishes to replace the front door that is not
original to the home with an embossed six-panel, weather-proof fiberglass door and painted to
match the existing door. The commission previously approved such doors in the past.
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Renewal by Anderson contractor, Mr. Gregory Jones, explained that his understanding was
the current door was not historical to the home and the door was not repairable. He was not
removing the transom nor the outside trim work. Painters would paint the door after installation.
Because the current hardware is very old it will be replaced with newer hardware. A new threshold
is planned. Mr. Jones provided an example of the proposed door, noting there will be no wood
grain.
Commissioner Hamilton inquired as to why the door was being replaced, wherein Mr. Jones
indicated it was due to wear and tear, the wood expanded and contracted over the years so it was
not energy efficient, and the current threshold was rotted. Commissioner Stazin pointed out the
size difference in the panels of both the current door and the proposed door and asked if other
commissioners were concerned about the panels as well, given the door was 50 years old or older.
Mr. Jones explained that the proposed door had the most consistent panel features to replicate the
existing door and, in addition, he understood that this was the second time the door was being
replaced. He was trying to keep the same pattern, scheme, and color of the door.
Mr. Lambert explained that the home was remodeled by the second owner in 1905 and two
more owners followed after that. He did not have much historical information on the home.
However, he posed the question to the commissioners whether the doorway itself gained
significance on its own, pointing out that the period of when the door was replaced was during a
modernization of the home after 1945 and not so much as an architectural statement or trend. He
also pointed out the details of the doorway were not consistent with the original architecture or the
style of the home.
Further dialog followed that a screen door existed and would be replaced thereby
questioning whether one would really be able to see the panel configuration. Commissioner
Hamilton pointed out the door was replaced between 1945 and 1955 which was the period of
significance and asked his fellow commissioners whether they should consider the door as a
historic element by itself and not be replaced but refurbished. Commissioner Salomon pointed out
the door was not original and it was being replaced with another six-panel door with better weather
sealing features. A person would notice the trim around the door before noticing the door itself.
Salomon was fine with what was being proposed.
Historic Planner Lambert added that it may have been a matter of function to replace the
door while a powder room was being added years ago and now it was a question of whether the
existing door was worthy of a period of development or tied to a significant event or person
associated with the remodeling. He did not believe so. Chairman Zellmer also conveyed the
proposal was not a concern since the door had been replaced prior.
Motion by Commissioner Salomon, second by Commissioner Stazin to approve the
door replacement for 312 S. Fifth Street, as presented. Roll call:
Aye:
Nay:

Hamilton, Salomon, Stazin, Zellmer
None

MOTION PASSED. VOTE: 4-0

B. 415 Peyton Street (Case No. 2020-054). Applicant: Kevin and Holly Burg, Owners;
Home Work of Batavia, Inc., Contractor. Application for replacement in-kind of wood T&G decking
at front and side porches accessory building at a Significant Property. Preservation Planner
Michael Lambert located the property on the overhead and explained the proposal was a permit
review to replace the porch decking in-kind and, according to the permit review matrix, the
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proposal was before the commission due to having a front and side view of the home. Existing
conditions of the wooden porch and side porch were depicted.
Applicant, Mr. Burg, confirmed the wooden porch boards were being replaced in-kind with
the same shaped boards, same color paint -- because the current ones were splitting and warping
after 15 years. He was the second owner since the home’s addition.
Commissioners agreed the case was straight forward.
Motion by Commissioner Hamilton, second by Commissioner Salomon to approve
the porch replacement (in-kind) for 415 Peyton Street, as presented.
Aye:
Nay:

6.

Hamilton, Salomon, Stazin, Zellmer
None

MOTION PASSED. VOTE: 4-0

Secretary’s Report

Mr. Lambert recalled that last month the Changs were requesting to replace the siding and
fascia on their garage with LP Smartside trim, which was approved. A request had now come from
the Changs to replace the LP Smartside with Hardiplank fiber cement, which had also been
approved in the historic district prior. Per Lambert, the issue was that Hardiplank did not come in
an 8” inch exposure which the commission approved to match the exposure on the house; it had a
6” inch exposure. (Same color and same trim details would be used.) Mr. Lambert explained the
Changs were using a new contractor who wanted to use Hardiplank.
Commissioners discussed and agreed the home would look different and were not
comfortable changing the material. Commissioner Stazin, who relayed he was not present at the
last meeting, considered what was being proposed, and agreed with his fellow commissioners.
Commissioners agreed that the motion from last month would stand as approved.
7.

New Business

A.
From the Commission: Per Hamilton’s question, Mr. Lambert provided a brief
update on the former Mill Race Inn property.
B.
8.

From the Public: None

Adjournment

There being no further business to come before the Historic Preservation Commission, the
meeting was adjourned at 7:40 p.m. on motion by Commissioner Salomon, second by
Commissioner Stazin. Motion carried unanimously by voice vote of 4-0.
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CITY OF GENEVA, HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
October 20, 2020

AGENDA ITEM 6A

615 James Street
Proposed Window Replacement

Applicant:

BACKGROUND

Nancy Lorenz, Owner

The property at 615 James Street is classified as a Contributing property
within the Geneva Historic District and is classified, also, as a Contributing
property in the Central Geneva Historic District, listed in the National
Register of Historic Places.

Mike Schmidt – Schmidt
Exteriors, Inc., Contractor

Request:
Permit Review for
Replacement of windows at
the front (south) façade and
side (east) elevation at a
Contributing property.

HPC Case Number:
2020-065

Staff Liaison:
Michael Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

The 615 James Street property contributes to the general character of the
neighborhood and streetscape, particularly in an area of the overlapping
historic districts where a number of post-World War II residences were
constructed between 1946 and 1960. The Modern-Era house is identified
as a Minimal Traditional design, a domestic architectural style that was
popularized between circa 1935 – circa 1950 according to A Field Guide
to American Houses by Virginia Savage McAlester. The incorporation of
an attached, one-car garage was an innovation found primarily on
working class housing built in the years immediately after World War II.
The James Street house is a late example of the Minimal Traditional style.
The James Street property was acquired in June 1950 by LeRoy McIntosh;
a mortgage was filed and recorded in September 1951. According to City
Council records published for September 1951 in the Geneva Republican,
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a building permit was issued for the construction of a
$10,300 new house for LeRoy McIntosh. The James Street
house was built by Community Builders, Inc., a Skokiebased home construction company established in 1926. By
1950, Community Builders, Inc. was constructing modest,
new homes in the western suburbs of Wheaton, Elgin,
Aurora, and West Chicago.
The house at 615 James Street has remained in the
McIntosh family since its construction 69 years ago. Until
recently, the one-story cottage was occupied by the late
David McIntosh, son of the original owner. The house has
been inherited by the Owner-Applicant, a daughter of the
original owner.
REQUEST
The Applicant is seeking to replace windows throughout
the home. However, only the 2 windows at the front
(south) façade and 3 windows at the right (east) side are
subject to review by the Historic Preservation Commission
(HPC). The request seeks approval for the installation of
March 18, 1950 Advertisement (Chicago Tribune)
new, wood windows that—with a few exceptions—are
similar in character to existing windows or to typical windows of the period of construction. The Applicant did not
provide dimensions, a condition assessment of, or a repair estimate for the existing, single-pane windows.
STAFF ANALYSIS
The Minimal Traditional, McIntosh House at 615 James Street retains a high degree of integrity with its original
features intact: overall massing; front porch; one-car, attached garage with original overhead door; and windows.
Per the adopted Permit Review Matrix, the Applicants’ request must be reviewed by the Commission. The
Applicant is seeking to replace existing wood windows
with new, painted, wood windows with insulating glass
as manufactured by Marvin Window and Doors. The
existing windows do not appear to be in poor condition;
however, the windows do not seem to be of
extraordinary quality and—when installed in 19511952—were likely “builder grade” windows.
The modifications of the original fenestration are limited
to the 2 octagonal windows at the east side (which open
to the Living Room and, possibly, are later alterations)
and the prominent, multi-lite window at the front façade
(which opens to a Dining Room). The remaining 2
windows requested for replacement and that are
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subject to HPC review are proposed to be replaced with 1-over-1, double-hung windows that closely replicate the
existing windows (see attached submittals).
Proposed Side (East) Elevation Modifications. At the
right (east) side of the McIntosh House, the Applicant
proposes to replace octagonal windows with square,
casement windows that are consistent with the period
of construction. Although
difficult to determine
from the public right-ofway, it appears that the
interior windows at this
location may be square
while the exterior storm
windows are octagonal;
the exact configuration
should be verified by the
Applicant. During the 20th century, fixed or ventilating, small windows were common features in Living Rooms.
Proposed Front (South) Facade Modifications. The most prominent feature of the front (south) facade is the fixed,
16-lite window that provides no natural ventilation for the interior rooms of the McIntosh House. Ideally, the
existing, multi-lite window would be replaced with a window that is similar in character and size. However, Marvin
Windows and Doors does not manufacture a standard, replacement wood window of the existing opening size
that also can be operable to allow natural ventilation of the interior rooms. The largest standard, operable, single,
wood window manufactured by Marvin Windows and Doors is an awning unit that is several inches shorter and
nearly 12 inches narrower than the proposed, replacement window.

Applicant’s Proposed Picture Unit with Casement Flanking

Alternate Picture Unit with Double-hung Flanking Windows

In place of the existing, 16-lite window, the Applicant proposes to install a fixed window (a “picture window”) with
flanking, casement windows (see attached submittals and mock-up above left). The proposed window
arrangement is not wholly out of character for the period of construction. However, double-hung, flanking
windows (see mock-up above right) would have been more common in 1951. Furthermore, double-hung, flanking
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windows would match the operation of the majority of the windows in the house. While the loss of the multi-lite
window alters the architectural character of the front (south) facade, the Applicant’s proposal will preserve the
historic opening, and the proposed, replacement window will provide natural ventilation to the interior of the
house.
If the original, fixed, multi-lite window is determined to
be a “character-defining feature” of the 1951-1952
McIntosh House, Marvin Windows and Doors offers
both casement and awning windows of apparently
appropriate sizes (UWCA4056E or UWAWN4056).
Paired units of either type, combined with divided lites
(compliant with the Geneva Window Policy), could
replicate a very similar look to the original, multi-lite
window while providing natural ventilation to the house
interior (see mock-up to right).
Although design alternatives exist for the prominent
Alternate Option with paired Awning or Casement Windows
window at the front (south) façade, the Applicant’s
request is generally consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation for Historic
Properties (SOI Standards); the City of Geneva Window Policy; and the Design Guidelines for Historic Properties,
adopted by the Geneva City Council.
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CITY OF GENEVA, HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
October 20, 2020

AGENDA ITEM 6B

128 North Third Street
Proposed Porch Replacement

Applicant:

BACKGROUND

Anton and Maria Malovany,
Owners

The property at 128 North Third Street is classified as a Contributing
property within the Geneva Historic District and is classified, also, as a
Contributing property in the Central Geneva Historic District, listed in the
National Register of Historic Places.

Rich Homburger, Contractor

Request:
Permit Review for
Replacement of Front Porch
at a Contributing property.

Built between 1844 and 1848, the house at 128 North Third Street is a
Front Gable residence in the Greek Revival style. The house—which is
purported to be the first “balloon frame” house in Geneva—was built by
John Rudolph Schmoldt, an early Geneva carpenter and joiner who built
many Geneva houses in its first decades of existence. (Schmoldt built the
house diagonal across the intersection of Peyton and Third streets [201
N. Third Street], which was recently rehabilitated.)

HPC Case Number:
2020-077

Staff Liaison:
Michael Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us
Schmoldt Family. John Rudolph Schmoldt was one of eleven children born
to John and Wilhelmina Schmoldt, The Schmoldt family emigrated from
Germany in 1830 and settled in Pennsylvania. After the death of his
father, J. R. Schmoldt settled at Geneva, Illinois in 1845 with his wife,
Augusta; his widowed mother; and at least three brothers (Adolph, Oscar,
and Amandus). It is likely that he and his brother, Oscar (also a carpenter),
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built the house at 128 North Third Street in 1846. Reportedly, the front room of the house was used as a
schoolroom (circa 1846-1850) with Augusta Schmoldt as the teacher. In 1848, J. R. Schmoldt was assessed taxes
of $60 for a frame dwelling at this property. Augusta Schmoldt died in late 1850 or early 1851, and J. R. Schmoldt
married Mary Ann Logue in October 1851. That same year, Oscar Schmoldt moved to California, but returned to
Geneva in 1857, when Wilhelmina Schmoldt and other family members moved to Mayfield (DeKalb County),
Illinois. In 1866, Wilhelmina Schmoldt sold the Third Street property to John K. Eddowes, Emma A. Eddowes, and
Rebecca Eddowes. By 1880, J. R. Schmoldt had moved to Wyoming (Lee County), Illinois.
Eddowes Family. The brother of John K. Eddowes, Timothy Eddowes, had been called to Geneva in 1865 as
minister of the Unitarian church, which he served until resigning in 1870. Members of the Eddowes family
occupied the 128 North Third Street house from 1866 until 1884. Emma Eddowes married Captain Edward H.
Beebe in 1869. In 1871, J .K. Eddowes established a drug store at the corner of Second and State streets; he sold
his interest in the Third Street property to his sister, Rebecca, in 1879. John K. Eddowes sold his drug store in
1897.
Gillingham Family. Elwood W. Gillingham joined the E. H. Long Co. when they established a second dry goods and
grocery store on the east side of the Fox River in 1884, known as Long & Gillingham. In 1901, Gillingham sold his
business in 1901. The Gillingham family lived in the 128 North Third Street house for more than 40 years: circa
1924-1956.
Although the 173-year-old house appears to be
rather unassuming, the front entrance is
undoubtedly one of the best-crafted and best
preserved Greek Revival entrances at Geneva,
Illinois. The refinement and details of the original
entryway is evidence of the exceptional
craftsmanship of John R. Schmoldt and his
younger brother, Oscar. However, for most of the
last 140 years, the entry entablature (upper
molding detail) has been concealed by a variety
of different porches. Over time, the sidelites and
transoms have been covered over as well. The
front door may be original to the house;
however, the storm door likely dates to the
1930s. However, the exposed, Greek Revival
details clearly represent the exceptional joinery
work of John R. Schmoldt.
Assuming that Sanborn Fire Insurance Co. maps
have accurately depicted the porch over time, it
is clear that historic porches at the Schmoldt
House—compared to the existing porch in
2020—have have been both smaller and larger
and, for short periods of time, non-existent.

Sketch of the Original Entranceway
at the

John Rudolph and Augusta Schmoldt House
Geneva, Illinois
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1891 Sanborn Fire Insurance Co. map

1897 Sanborn Fire Insurance Co. map

1905 Sanborn Fire Insurance Co. map

1912 Sanborn Fire Insurance Co. map

1923 Sanborn Fire Insurance Co. map

1930 Sanborn Fire Insurance Co. map
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The existing, front porch (built circa 1927) had begun to fail due to a combination of inadequate foundations, poor
flashing, rot, and carpenter ant infestation; the porch was no longer safe to occupy. In August, the Applicants,
Anton and Maria Malovany, removed a portion of the roof that had begun to sag. However, the work was initiated
without a building permit, and the work was stopped by code enforcement, pending HPC review.
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The initial demolition work revealed that earlier porches had been carefully constructed around the original
entryway entablature (upper molding) to preserve the original craftsmanship of John R. Schmoldt (see lower right
image at preceding page where the entablature and siding are painted an olive-gold color).
REQUEST
The Applicants are requesting approval to reconstruct the porch with similar materials (wood columns and wood,
tongue-and-groove, porch decking). The Applicants are requesting to enlarge the reconstructed porch to extend
between the two front windows to the right of the historic doorway, pending compliance with allowable lot
coverage. The porchfloor will be finished with traditional, tongue-and-groove, wood decking ove 2X_ floor framing
supported on concrete piers sunk to 42” below grade. The porch roof would be a shallow-pitched, shed roof
(although submitted images suggest a hipped roof at the north (right) side. Columns are proposed to mimic the
historic, engaged pilasters that flank the historic, receseed entryway. No balustrade / railing is proposed.
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STAFF ANALYSIS
Per the adopted Permit Review Matrix, the Applicants’ request to reconstruct the front porch must be reviewed
by the Historic Preservation Commission.
The house at 123 North Third Street has been owned by at least 3 significant Geneva families: Schmoldt, Eddowes,
and Gillingham.
Historic evidence, including
the 1869 Bird’s Eye View of
Geneva (see image to
right), indicates that the
173-year-old, John R. and
Augusta Schmoldt House,
as originally constructed,
did not have a front porch.
However, a front porch has
existed at the site for all
but approximately 35-45
years.
Based on documentation that a front porch has existed in various configurations for much of the building’s
existence, the Applicant’s request is generally consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation for Historic Properties (SOI Standards) and the Design Guidelines for Historic Properties, adopted
by the Geneva City Council. However, the historic frontispiece should be protected and not altered by the
construction of the new porch roof (framing, connections, and flashing). Furthermore, the Applicant may be
required to provide sufficient framing details for Building Division permit application review and additional details
and dimensions of the porch elements including, but not limited to, overall dimensions; decking materials;
columns, bases and capitals; exposed porch lintel/beam; ceiling finishes; and roof materials.

